Kerala Forest Research Institute invites application towards the temporary vacancy of two Project Fellows for a time bound project titled ‘Economic valuation of ecosystem services in the moist deciduous forests of Kerala’. The period of the project is up to 21 June 2019.

Walk-in-interview is scheduled at 10.00 a.m. on 29 July 2016 at Kerala Forest Research Institute, Peechi. For details, visit Kerala Forest Research Institute website www.kfri.res.in

Registrar

Applications are invited for a Senior Research Fellow (SRF) at the School of Engineering and Applied Science (SEAS), Ahmedabad University, Gujarat to work on a research project titled ‘Description based person identification in unconstrained surveillance video (2016–2019)’ sponsored by the BRNS, DAE, Govt of India.


Qualifications: M.E./M.Tech. in ECE/CSE/ICT/IT/IC or a related discipline OR B.E./B.Tech. ECE/CSE/ICT/IT/IC or a related discipline and two years experience in R&D organization/industry/teaching.

Essential background: Image processing, image analysis, computer vision is a must.

Salary: A consolidated salary of Rs 28,000 per month plus HRA as per applicable rules.

Details at: http://seas.ahduni.edu.in/pages/careers/openings/staff-openings